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Highly efficient exhaustive search algorithm for optimizing canonical
Reed-Muller expansions of boolean functions
J. F. MlLLERt and P. THOMSONt
A new method is presented for calculating fixed polarity Reed-Muller expansions
from the boolean rninterms. Direct transformation equations of Reed-Muller
expansions with polarity are derived. A highly efficient and flexible exhaustive
search algorithm is presented which can obtain an optimum polarity more quickly
if a sub-optimum polarity is obtained first. Also exact formulae are presented for
optimum polarities for any three-variable logic function.
Notation
.ti= xio r Zi

A single subscript k represents the kth bit, k=O is least significant. p represents
decimal polarity. m represents decimal minterm. m iis the ith minterm, m, is the kth
bit\ of minterm mi.bj is the jth bit of the R M coefficient vector for a given boolean
function. bj is the jth bit of the R M coefficient vector corresponding to minterm mi.
n represents the number of variables.

1. Introduction
It is now a well documented fact that logic functions may be specified either by the
usual boolean notation o r alternatively in the Reed-Muller (RM) form (Green 1986,
1987, Almaini 1989). Further, there is now a reasonable body of work which states how
a logic function, specified by its minterms, may be converted to the Reed-Muller form
(Tran 1987, Almaini et al. 1991), and the advantages of doing this (Reddy 1972).
Besides the advantage of testability outlined in the paper by Reddy, the use of the RM
form allows a further 2" fixed specifications of any given logic function if n is the
number of variables required to completely specify the original function in the Boolean
form. The advantage of this is that these 2" different specifications may be examined in
order to determine which of these is optimum in terms of some previously defined cost
function (related to the number of gates used) (Almaini et al. 1991). Each one of these
2" new specifications is referred to as an RM fixed polarity form, and therefore one
wishes to know which of these polarities should be used to optimize the function in the
Reed-Muller form by minimizing the cost function. The solution to this problem will
give either a unique polarity, o r a small set of polarities which represent the ReedMuller function with the minimum number of exclusive-ORs (EX-ORs).
Algorithms have been devised which perform an exhaustive search over the 2"
polarities to determine the polarities which result in the minimum number of EXORs in the RM expansions (Besslich 1983, Harking 1990, Almaini et al. 1991, Lui
and Muzio 1991). However as the number of variables grows these techniques can
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become impractical due to the computation time and computer memory requirements. The most efficient exhaustive searches (Harking 1990, Lui and Muzio 1991)
have time complexities of 0[3"]. In response to this there have been a number of
algorithms developed which find a sub-optimum polarity in a much reduced amount
of time (Wu et al. 1982, Habib 1990, Almaini et al. 1991, McKenzie et al. 1993).
As yet there has appeared in the literature no formulae which explicitly give an
optimum polarity for a given number of variables irrespective of the number of
product terms. In this paper explicit formulae are given for an optimum polarity for
fixed polarity RM expansions of boolean functions of three variables. Formulae are
derived which relate the coefficients of the product terms in the RM expansions
(henceforth referred to as b-coefficients) to the polarity numbers of the expansion.
From these formulae an algorithm is derived for exhaustive search which in the
worst case (it is functionally dependent) compares favourably with other efficient
search methods (Harking 1990) but for many functions can complete an exhaustive
search much faster and moreover computation time is further reduced significantly
for functions if a sub-optimum polarity has been obtained using, for instance, the
tabular technique (Almaini et al. 1991). The algorithm is flexible enough to allow a
rough indication of how long a full exhaustive search is likely to take. This gives the
user the option of deciding not to do an exhaustive search if the cost savings for the
sub-optimum search are sufficient.

2. Foundations
Tlreorem 1
Every boolean function f : (0, I}"-+{O, 1)

where mi are the minterms and a i = l or 0 indicate the presence or absence of
minterms respectively, can also be expressed in Reed-Muller form (RM) as follows

where

where i k = x k or i , , x , (0,
~ l}, aibie(0, 1).
f$i are known as product terms and bi determine whether a product term is present or
not. @ indicates the XOR operation and multiplication is assumed to be the AND
operation.
Proof
The proof has been given by Akers (1959).
DeJnitions
A RM function f (x,-, , . . . , i,) is said to have fixed polarity if throughout the
expression each variable .t, is either x, or i kexclusively. If for some variables x, and
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Xk both occur when the function is said to have mixed polarity. In this paper we will

only be dealing with fixed polarity RM functions.
Associated with each of the 2" possible fixed polarity expressions for a particular
function is an i n t e g e r p ~ N( N = (0, 1, 2, . . .)) OSpS.2"- 1 whose binary digitsp, are
defined.

where

Example I
Consider the boolean function,
f(x2, XI, xo)=C(O, 2, 5, 7)

a l , a3, a4, a6=0

ao, a,, a,, a,= 1

This function can also be written in polarity 0 RM form
f(x2, X I , xo)=I@xo@x2
so that

Boolean polarity
Two boolean functions with different minterm sets may effectively represent the
same function provided one function is obtained from the other by complementing
certain columns of the truth table representing that function. This is equivalent to
substituting for one or more variables ik
with 2,. As an example consider

Substituting
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the above becomes

f ( x ; , x', , xb) is said to be the original function f ( x 2 , x , , xo) represented in boolean
polarity 5.
The concept of boolean polarity allows one to group logic functions together
which are polarity maps of each other.
Lemma 1 establishes that boolean polarity and Reed-Muller polarity are really
synonymous. It is also clear that logic functions with an odd number of minterms
which XOR to a particular sum cannot be polarity mapped into each other. This fact
is important in Corollary I.
A polarity p boolean function is defined as follows.

where

3. Theory
Lemma 1
The p polarity RM function generated from a boolean function in zero polarity is
identical to the zero polarity RM function generated from the p polarity boolean
function.

Proof
As we have seen, a zero polarity boolean function can be written

Now ff;! is calculated from the boolean function J g by replacing variables Rk by
I @ x , (or xk by I @ i k ) depending on the polarity as follows.
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Theorem 2
The coefficients bi(p)of the RM fixed polarity p expansion of a logic function are
related to the coefficients bi in polarity zero as follows:

where kj are the bits of k and pj are the bits of the polarity p. ki is the bitwise AND
of integers k and i.
Proof
The p polarity RM expansion of the zero polarity RM polynomial

is given by (replacing xk by xk@pk)

Expanding this we obtain

Rearranging and collecting the constant term and terms depending on xo, x , , x l x 0 ,

. . . , x,- , x , - ~. . . xo respectively, it is seen that

It is clear from this that the ith product term n",Axp is multiplied by the coefficient
bi(p) which is a function of the zero-polarity b-coefficients bj such that the bitwise
0
AND of j and i is equal to i. Hence (14) is obtained.
Example 3
The equations for bi(p) for three variables are given by
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In the next section it will be seen how the coefficients bi in zero-polarity relate to the
mintems of the original boolean function. It will also be seen how for three
variables (14) can be solved to provide an exact solution for the bits of the optimum
polarity (Corollary 1, 2).
Theorem 3
A boolean function f in n variables

has the product term coefficients bi for the RM form in polarity 0,
b=a,
where
b=(b2n-l, ..., bl, bo) a=(a2*-

. . . , a, , ao)

and T, is a 2" x 2" binary matrix defined as follows:

Matrix multiplication is carried out using AND for multiplication and XOR for
addition of binary elements.
Proof
The proof has been given by Besslich (1983) and Green (1987).
Example 4
Let f be the three variable function given in Example 2
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a=(00010010)
then,

h=(01011010)

and

f =x2xl@x,@x,xo@xo

Note the operation in (15) may be carried out a minterm at a time. Consequently
one may assign a h coefficient vector for each minterm. The final set of h coefficients
representing the function would be all the h coefficient vectors for each minterm
XORed together. With this in mind (15) is written

where A(n) is an 2" x 2" binary matrix with non-zero elements aij.= a i , j'=2" - I -i,
O r i i r - I . B(n) is the 2" x 2" binary matrix with elements hi,., j1=2"- 1 -j,
0 2j < 2" - I. j is the matrix column number.
hj is then written

where r is the number of minterms.
Define also the minterm table M (or truth table) as follows. M is the r x n binary
matrix whose elements are mi,,-j are the (n-j)th bits of mi, I < j < n , 0 s i s r - 1, i.e.

With these preliminaries over, we proceed to the next Lemma.
Lemma 2
The single minterm b coefficients hi,. of the RM function in polarity zero are
related to the minterm components mi, as follows:

where n is the number of variables. mi, J E N with O s m , , and j S 2 " - 1.
Proof
By induction on n
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n=l

m0=O

m,=l

j=0,1

From (15) and (16) it is seen that

Now examining (18)
b i , l - j = l -miojo
Setting these values out in matrix form

where in row 1 i-0, in row 2 i= I, in column 1 j= l and in column 2 j = 0 . This is
identical to (19). Thus (18) is true for n = I. It now has to be shown that (18) holds
\ . . .
for n + l ~f ~t IS assumed to hold for n.
From (I 7)

where in row 1 i,,=O, in row 2 in= I, in column I j,= l and in column 2 j,,=O. Here
A' is a 2"x2" matrix with non-zero coefficients ajj=a,.+,,
OSi92"-1,
-i , and the rows and columns of matrix B(n+ 1) have been identified with
the values of in and j,,. Now the induction assumption is that for n variables,

Noting that A'T, is a matrix involving only n variables (since in= I, j,=O) it is clear
from the form of (20) that

Theorem 4
Let f be an n variable boolean function with minterms {mi}, 0 S iS r - 1 where r
is the number of minterms. The b coefficients o f f in Reed-Muller form in polarity
p, bj(n, p) are given by
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where

and

Proof
From the definition of boolean polarity, new minterms mi are given by
m ; = m i @ p where p is the new polarity. Thus using Lemma 2 it can be seen that

Define

and it can be seen that

Therefore

Hence

From the remarks preceding Lemma 2 it was seen that the final b coefficient vector
for a function bi(n)was obtained by XORing (or summation modulo 2) the rows of
matrix B(n) = [bmj.].
0

Example 5
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The minterm table representing this function is

An interesting feature of Lemma I is that if a boolean function f is mapped to a
new function f' by EX-ORing each minterm by polarity p the cost structures (i.e.,
the number of terms in the RM expansion for each polarity) of the two functions are
rearrangements of one another.
In addition any permutation of the minterm table representing a boolean
function will merely rearrange the cost structures of the associated RM expansions.
These facts imply that large groups of functions are intimately related to one
another.

Corollary 1
If a three-variable function has an odd number of minterms r and the minterm
table consists of columns containing an odd number of ones then zero is an optimum
polarity.

Proof
By assumption

where r l = r - l r is odd this implies
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Now

Therefore, the equations which determine how hi varies with polarity p (bi(p)) as
seen in Example 3 reduce to

Clearly p=O automatically generates three zeros in the set of six coefficients. The
only way that b4(p), b2(p), b,(p) can be forced to zero if b4, b2 o r b , is 1 is by setting
two bits of the polarity p to 1, but this causes a loss of a zero overall as two of
{h,(P), bdp), b3(P)} become 1.
Simple arguments like this show that p=O must be a n optimum polarity. It is
clear from Lemma 1 that a n optimum polarity can be obtained for all three-variable
functions having a n odd number of minterms by using the following rule:

EX-OR the columns of the minterm table representing the function and then
EX-OR with 7 (bitwise). The answer obtained is a n optimum polarity.
0
The three-variable case where the function has a n even number of minterms is
dealt with in the following corollary.

Corollary 2
If a three-variable function has a n even number of minterms then the bits p, of
the optimum polarities are defined as follows: bi are the zero-polarity b-coefficients
and b, is defined by b,=4b3+2b,+b,
and the discriminant D is given by
D = b,b,@b2b5@b3b4.
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Solutions of blpo@bfll@b4pz=bo

bc=2 p,=b4,

b,=3

49

po=

boQb1b4 D = l
D=O ,
PI={ Oor 1

P Z = ~ I

boQbzb4 D = 1

bo@b1b4 D=1

Oor 1

b4Qpo

D=0

D=0

bo@blb4 D=1
bc=6 p o = b z o r b 4 . p i = {

Oor 1

D=0

, PZ=bl or b2

boQblb2 D = 1
2

Pz={ blQpl

D=O

Proof
Equations (14) give for three variables and an even number of mintems

Since the equations on the left-hand side above are independent of polarity they can
be ignored. The remaining equations are then analysed for all possible values taken
by b,, b,, b,. Consequently there are eight cases to be considered. However the
symmetry of the equations mean that essentially only four cases are required. The
cases are b,=O, b,=l, b,=3, b,=7.
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Considering b,=O, it is seen that the only bit h i p ) which varies with polarity is
ho(p);consequently setting this to zero the first equation of (24) is obtained.
Now examine b,= I: substituting into (25) gives
b 4 ( ~=
) b4@~1

bo(~)=bo@b,~o@b2~,@b4~2@~2~,

Clearly to obtain a maximum number of bi(p) to be zero

Hence the second equation of (24) is obtained.
Consider b, = 3: (25) becomes

Let h 2 = b , . Clearly it is favourable to set p , = b , . Hence the last of the equations
becomes

Now, noting the first equation above, the optimum solution is

Now let b , # b , . Either p , = h , or p , = b l can be chosen. Let p , = b , ,
substituting into the last of the equations, we obtain

then

Thus, an optimum is achieved when

Similar arguments for the case when p, = b , give us the fourth equation of (24).
Finally consider b,=7. The equations become
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As before the aim is to make as many of the bi(p) to be zero as possible. Hence from
the first two equations:

Then

and

Clearly

and

makes bo(p) vanish.
~ a k i account
n~
of the symmetry of these equations it can be seen that the last of
0
equations (24) is obtained.

4. Exhaustive search algorithm
In this section an algorithm will be presented which determines the optimum
polarity by exhaustive search. The basic idea of this algorithm is to calculate the
costs of each RM expansion associated with every polarity. Equations (14) enable
one to determine a formula for how a particular bit of the b-coefficient vector varies
with polarity. For some functions the particular zero polarity b-coefficients bj
required for the formula for b i b ) are all zero. This means bi(p)=bi and the
algorithm does not have to calculate how bi(p) changes. In fact for functions of n
variables having an even number of minterms,

Thus for all functions of an even number of minterms of n variables there are at least
n columns of the bi@) matrix which are fixed. In addition (14) implies that for
certain values of i, b i b ) for different polarities may be identical. This would occur
when the bits of the polarity are missing in the formula for bib). This can be
illustrated by examining blo(p) for a four-variable function.
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According to (14)

Since h,,(p) only depends on bits p, and p, of p

Thus assuming h l o is known, hlo(p) can be constructed for all values of p by
calculating hIo(l I), hlO(14), hlO(15).
It was seen in (14) how the sequence of numbers k such that k A N D i=O
generates the sequence of h-coefficients which are involved in the formula bi(p). In
addition the sequence of numbers k' such that k' and T = O generates the polarities for
which hi(p) is invariant. It is these two sequences of numbers which can be used to
generate hi(p) for all p as seen above in (26)-(27).
From these arguments it is clear that the number ni of bi(p) that have to be
calculated to construct h,(p)Vp is given by

where j is the number of zero bits in integer i. To calculate bi(p) for all i and p, ni has
to be multiplied by the number of integers with j zeros ("Cj) and then summed over j.
Thus the total number of bi(p) which have to be calculated N is given by:

Clearly it is advantageous to map the input logic function by a polarity which is
known to give a significant increase in the number of zeros in the associated hvector. This polarity can be furnished by any algorithm which computes a good
polarity quickly (0[2"]). The mapped function is then analysed by the exhaustive
search and an optimum polarity obtained. The optimum polarity for the original
function is then obtained by EX-ORing the aforementioned polarities. This technique allows a program to obtain a sub-optimum polarity quickly, advise as to the
associated cost and then compute an optimum polarity in a shorter period of time
than would have been taken if no sub-optimum mapping bad been carried out. The
algorithm which accomplishes this is set out below.

Algorirhm
Step I. Get the number of variables n.
Get the minterms.
Calculate maximum polarity (2"- 1).
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Step 2. Calculate zero-polarity b-coefficient vector bvec0-bits.
Step 3. Calculate a sub-optimum polarity p, and map bvec0-bits by this polarity to
create a new bvec0-bits.
Step 4. For each bit of the b-coefficient vector, examine-bit, do the following:
(a) Calculate the array formula-total (k in equation (14) and the number of
such terms, num-terms-rotal.
(h) Calculate the array formula which is a subset of formula-total in that
terms involving b, which are zero are not present. Obtain the number of
such terms, num-terms-formula.
(c) Calculate the copy-numbers array which has num-copies elements.
(These are the polarities which cause no change in b,(p)).
(d) If num-terms-formula is not zero then do the following
for each term in array formula-total EX-OR all the terms in formula
together for the given examine-bit and obtain the result; increment
the array of costs corresponding to each polarity using the copynumbers array
else
calculate the residual cost by summing bvec0-bits [examine-bit].
Step 5. Determine the polarity p, which gives the minimum cost from the complete
costs array. The optimum polarity is p,@p,.

Example 6
Let the logic function f be defined by the following mintems

f =Z(3, 4, 6, 11, 13, 15)
The number of variables is 4. Maximum polarity is 15.
The zero-polarity b-vector is (bvecO-bits)

Let the sub-optimal polarity predictor gives a good polarity h,=8,
,
The new bvec0-bits are

Consider bit 3 of the b-vector (examine-hit = 3).

This equation is represented by the array formula-total with elements
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formula-total [O] =0, formula-total [I] = 4,

. ..,

formula-total [3] = I2

This equation is represented by the array formula with elements
formula [0] = b, (by definition), formula [I] = 4

(32)

The copy-numbers array is generated in a similar way to formula-total but using the
complement of 3(12). This gives:
copy-numbers [O]= 0
copy-numbers [I] = 1
copy-numbers [2] = 2
copy-numbers [3] = 3
Now the polarities for which the array formula has to be decoded are considered.
The general decoding procedure is as follows.
Count all elements of formula [i] i>O such that polarity AND formula [i]
(0) to the final count; if the answer is even then the
=formula [i]. Add b,,,,i,,bi,
final result is 0 otherwise it is 1.
Clearly bi(i) = bi(0), hence
b,(3) = b, (formula-total [0] + copy-numbers )3]) = b, = I costs [3]= costs [3] + 1
b3(2)= b, (formula-total [0] + copy-numbers 1:2])= b, = 1 costs [2] = costs [2] + 1
b,(l) = b, (formula-toral [0] + copy-numbers I:I])= b, = 1 costs [I] =costs [I] + 1
b,(O)=h, by definition.
Next polarity 7 is considered (7 =formula-tot [I] + 3)
b,(7) = b, (formula-total [I] + copy-numbers [3]) = 0 costs [7] = costs [7] + 0
This result is calculated by decoding the information stored in formula (equations
(3 11, (32)).
The remaining terms are then copied giving

+

b3(6) = b, (formula-rota1 [I] copy-numbers [2]) = O
b,(4) = b, (formula-total [I] + copy-numbers [O]) = 0
Also the costs array is updated.
Next polarities I I (formula-total [2] + 3) and 15 (formula-total [3] + 3) are
considered in a similar way and the costs associated with each polarity calculated.
So it is seen how the decoding of the array formula is only carried out for three
polarities (7, 11, 15) and from these three calculations b, (p) is calculated for all
polarities p.
It turns out for this example that 8 of the b-vector bits do not depend on polarity
at all. For these bits a residual sum is calculated. The bits are 7, 9, 10, 1I, 12, 13, 14,
15. The residual sum is the sum of the corresponding zero polarity b-vector bits.
Hence the residual sum equals I. Bits 0, 1,2, 3,4, 5,6, and 8 do change with polarity
according to the following equations.
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For this example when the costs are sorted it is found that the best polarity is 0.
Consequently the optimum polarity for the original function is 8@0=8.
It is possible to modify the above procedure so that no decoding of the formula
array takes place and a weighted sum is calculated which relates to how many
calculations will have to be performed. This is related to how long the full exhaustive
search is likely to take. So potentially a program could give advice relating to the
likely computation time. This can be very useful. The algorithm has been programmed in C and run on a HP 720 workstation. Some timing figures for exhaustive
search are presented in the table for the function f =Z(O, 1, 2) for various numbers
of variables. Times are also given for exhaustive search without employing a suboptimum polarity predictor. The sub-optimum polarity predictor used was the
Tabular Technique (Almaini et al. 1991).
Timings will vary with the function and with the accuracy of the non-exhaustive
sub-optimum polarity predictor. However, the method presented in this paper
compares favourably with other efficient exhaustive searches (Harking 1990) even in
the worst possible cases and for some functions the algorithm proved to be orders of
magnitude better. A great advantage of the method described in this paper is that it
can be used 'in line' with other methods of predicting a good polarity so that an
exhaustive search need only be undertaken if it is felt that the cost savings are great
enough. Since the calculation of the b-coefficient vector bits are totally independent
the algorithm would lend itself to a parallel processing technique.

Number of variables

CPU time (s)

15

362.6

?Without sub-optimum polarity predictor.

CPU time (s)t

2383.9
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For incompletely specified functions the algorithm could be used in association
with an algorithm which determines an optimum allocation of 'don't care' terms to
produce a completely specified reduced function (McKenzie et al. 1993).

5. Conclusion
The concept of boolean polarity has been introduced. A new method for
calculating how the coefficients of the product terms of the fixed polarity ReedMuller expansions of boolean functions vary with polarity has been introduced.
Exact formulae have been given for the optimum polarity (minimizing cost) for any
three-variable logic functions. A new extremely efficient algorithm for calculating the
optimum polarity for RM expansions has been presented. The algorithm can work
'in-line' with a fast method of finding a sub-optimum polarity. This has been found
to further reduce the exhaustive search time. The authors believe the algorithms
presented in this paper to be the fastest exhaustive search method available which
takes a minterm specification of the logic function.
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